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 Agenda At-A-Glance

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

10:30AM– 11:00AM ET

11:00AM – 11:05AM ET

11:05AM – 11:10AM ET

11:10AM – 12:00PM ET 

12:00PM – 12:30PM ET

 
12:30PM – 12:45PM ET

12:45PM – 1:25PM ET

 
 
1:25PM – 2:55PM ET

1:55PM – 2:35PM ET

2:55PM – 3:00PM ET

3:00PM – 3:40PM ET 

 

3:40PM – 4:40PM ET

4:40PM – 4:45PM ET

4:45PM – 5:15PM ET

 
 

5:15PM – 5:45PM ET

REMO PLATFORM OPENS 

OPENING REMARKS

TABLE TALK

STRATEGIES FOR MEETING THE TRENDS & CHALLENGES OF 2021 AND BEYOND

THE NEW REALITIES OF SALES MESSAGING: TELLING AN EFFECTIVE STORY IN A 
‘POST-COVID’ WORLD

LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH LUNCH!

VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

•    TABLE A - WINNING IN THE DIGITAL ERA: CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION PATTERNS AND  
     SALES PROCESSES

•    TABLE B - DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE HIRING, RETENTION & SALES PERFORMANCE BY  
      LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE

•    TABLE C - BUILDING THE SALES OPS COMMUNITY: AN EXPLORATORY DISCUSSION

•    TABLE D - WHY IT’S TIME TO BUILD A CS OPS FUNCTION

BUSINESS MEETINGS

THINK TANK: MASTERING CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS IN THE NEW WORLD OF WORK

TRANSITION TIME 

CONCURRENT SESSION: OVERCOMING UNCONSCIOUS BIAS IN CUSTOMER 
CONVERSATIONS

CONCURRENT SESSION: ESTABLISHING SALES GOALS, METRICS, AND EXPECTATIONS 
IN 2021

BUSINESS MEETINGS

TRANSITION TIME

SALES ENABLEMENT BREAKOUTS

•    FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE PROBLEM, NOT JUST THE SOLUTION

•    YOUR CONTENT BRAINSTORM IS BROKEN: 5 SIMPLE FIXES TO QUICKLY PRODUCE  
      BETTER SALES ENABLEMENT CONTENT

BUILDING THE SALES OPS FUNCTION FROM THE GROUND-UP

All times listed are Eastern Time (ET) Featured Speakers

Scott Hillier
HEAD OF SALES OPERATIONS, 

MUSIC,
SPOTIFY

Christopher Fris
VP, GLOBAL SALES & STRATEGY 

OPERATIONS
RYDER SYSTEMS, INC.

Mike Wienke
HEAD, GLOBAL PRODUCT MARKETING & 

SALES ENABLEMENT,
MASTERCARD

Ed Ludwigson
VP, MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS,

STAPLES

FRIDAY, JUNE 11, 2021 

10:30AM – 11:00AM ET

11:00AM – 11:05AM ET

11:05AM – 11:10AM ET

11:10AM – 11:55AM ET

11:55AM – 12:35PM ET

 

12:35PM – 2:05PM ET

2:05PM – 2:45PM ET

2:45PM – 3:45PM ET

3:45PM – 3:50PM ET

3:50PM – 4:20PM ET

 
 
 
4:20PM – 4:50PM ET

PLATFORM OPENS

OPENING REMARKS

TABLE TALK 

THE FUTURE OF SALES OPERATIONS

VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

•    TABLE A - DRIVING SALESFORCE.COM ADOPTION ACROSS A WIDE RANGE OF BUSINESS  
     UNITS

•    TABLE B - IS COMPENSATION IMPACTING YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE REVENUE?

•    TABLE C - USING SYSTEMS TO DRIVE ORGANIZATIONAL ALIGNMENT

•    TABLE D - SALES ENABLEMENT IN THE POST PANDEMIC WORLD? IMAGINE CREATING THE 
     BEST CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE WHILE MAXIMISING YOUR FIELD REP PRODUCTIVITY

BUSINESS MEETINGS

UNLOCKING TOP PERFORMANCE IN THE DIGITAL SELLING ERA

BUSINESS MEETINGS

TRANSITION TIME

SALES ENABLEMENT BREAKOUTS

•    SKILLING-UP YOUR TEAMS WITH VIRTUAL SALES KICK-OFFS

•    MAKING THE IMPOSSIBLE, POSSIBLE: MANAGING YOUR CONTENT WITHOUT A CONTENT  
     MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PRODUCT PIVOT: COLLABORATING WITH CUSTOMERS TO OVERCOME ADVERSITY

Shawnie McBride
VP, SALES OPERATIONS,

DIRECT ENERGY
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 2021
4:00PM – 4:30 PM ET REMO ORIENTATION & WELCOME HAPPY (HALF) HOUR!
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4:00PM - 4:30PM ET  REMO ORIENTATION & WELCOME HAPPY (HALF) HOUR! 

IPMI would like to officially welcome you to the 2021 Sales Operations Institute by 
bringing the best in food and beverage directly to your screens into the comfort of 
your home through two interactive Masterclass sessions! Sit back and relax with your 
beverage of choice or feel free to follow along at home for these exciting, guided 
tutorials surrounding how to make the perfect pasta dish and delicious cocktail. 
Hosted by world-renowned Civil Liberties Cocktail Connoisseur and Eataly Chicago 
Head Chef, these sessions will provide an opportunity to mix and mingle with fellow 
guests while also learning how to impress in the kitchen. Cheers to someday soon 
pulling out all the stops (and making up for lost time) at your next dinner party!

   EATALY CHICAGO PRESENTS: 15-MINUTE PASTA MASTERCLASS! 

Head Chef at Eataly Chicago and culinary expert at Eataly Cooking School, La 
Scuola, Chef Joe Medina will take you through a show-stopping recipe that is sure to 
impress! Join us in making the perfect Penne Alla Puttanesca, (ingredients list 
provided in advance for those who want to follow along!). Penne Alla Puttanesca is a 
flavorful pasta dish originating in Naples, Italy, and is a staple, world-wide dish. Tune 
in for tips and tricks from the Eataly experts!

   CIVIL LIBERTIES COCKTAIL BAR PRESENTS: 15-MINUTE MIXOLOGY MASTERCLASS!

Aside from your favorite glass of wine, Cocktail Connoisseur Aeron Holizki will show 
you how to make a simple, yet sure-to-impress cocktail that pairs perfectly with the 
hearty and flavorful Eataly Penne Alla Puttanesca. Civil Liberties is well known as a 
leader in the North American Cocktail scene, and Aeron has a passion for curating 
unique experiences through cocktails and friendly hospitality.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 2021

Chef Joe Medina
LA SCUOLA HEAD CHEF,
EATALY CHICAGO

Aeron Holizki
ESTEEMED BARTENDER, 
CHEF & SOMMELIER,
CIVIL LIBERTIES

10:30AM – 11:00AM ET  PLATFORM OPENS

11:00AM – 11:05AM ET  OPENING REMARKS

11:05AM – 11:10AM ET  TABLE TALK

11:10AM – 12:00PM ET  STRATEGIES FOR MEETING THE TRENDS & CHALLENGES OF 2021 AND BEYOND

Over the past decade, the sales ops function has evolved from a largely tactical focus 
on measurement, reporting, processes, and systems to a more complex and integrated 
function that informs and enables sales strategy and technology capabilities, drives 
change across the sales organization, aligns with other components of the revenue 
engine, and supports growth objectives. Presently, the constant and rapid changes 
pervasive in the sales environment brought-on by the pandemic, and the struggles to 
navigate the ‘new normal,’ have required sales operations leaders to re-assess and 
expand their capabilities to deliver on the promise of data-driven selling.
How are these changes specifically affecting daily routines as well as short and 
long-term goals? This panel of Sales Operations Executives from a diverse group of 
organizations will address the key trends that have accelerated in 2021 and require 
fundamental changes in the traditional mindset of sales ops practitioners. Panelists 
will share strategies and potential solutions to tackling the following emerging areas: 

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

Moderator: 
Kevin Raybon
CHAIRMAN,
GLOBAL SALES OPS 
ASSOCIATION

Steve Winandy
DIRECTOR, SALES 
OPERATIONS, 
CDW CORPORATION
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• Sales Planning: building greater resilience, adaptability and collaboration in  
 responding to internal and external change
• Sales Compensation Design: defining each sales role and connecting activities and  
 outcomes
• Developing Analytics Center of Excellence: centralizing analytics strategy,   
 infrastructure and process to create a scalable approach serving different   
 stakeholder needs
• Dynamic Guided Selling: combining AI with automated collections of seller  
 activities and buyer interactions
• Revenue Operations: bringing together the processes, metrics, technologies and  
 data that support an efficient revenue engine

12:00PM – 12:30PM ET  THE NEW REALITIES OF SALES MESSAGING: TELLING AN EFFECTIVE STORY IN A ‘POST- 
  COVID’ WORLD

Effective sales communication has always been hard and then we moved into the 
virtual environment where it became significantly harder. Showing up powerfully is 
about understanding the deeper truth that a profoundly social process - selling - now 
also exists in a profoundly asocial environment. In this session, Tim Pollard, CEO of 
Oratium and designer of the virtual sales communication model, will talk about what 
is required to over-perform as a communicator in this challenging new environment.

12:30PM – 12:45PM ET   LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH LUNCH! 

We get it, virtual meetings are tiring. Screen Fatigue has become a real and unique 
challenge, and at IPMI we are making strides to combat this fatigue in a real and 
unique way…through the power of comedy! After all, laughter is the medicine.  
Lean back in your chair and breathe a sigh of relief for a brief comedic interlude 
hosted by renowned comic Sean Lacomber. Sean is a comedian with a distinct 
perspective. His comedy is refreshingly based on words and story rather than 
movement and expression. His interesting take on selling, WFH life and the 
corporate world will leave you in fits of laughter. 

12:45PM – 1:25PM ET   SALES OPERATIONS VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

  TABLE A: WINNING IN THE DIGITAL ERA: CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION PATTERNS AND 
  SALES PROCESSES

Heightened customer expectations, massive advancements in technology, and the rise 
of omni-channel commerce are just a few of the trends reshaping the world of retail. 
Add-in a global pandemic that put e-commerce at the forefront, and these changes 
can increase cost pressures and uncertainty, while simultaneously opening the door to 
significant opportunities. 
True Citrus is a company that has grown from one flagship product to 40 retail 
products found in over 45,000 stores nationwide, a strong e-commerce presence, a 
growing foodservices business, a robust commercial ingredients business and 
international retail distribution in 10+ countries and growing. In this interactive and 
timely discussion, Kerri McLaughlin, VP of Sales Operations, will focus on strategies 
for mining-out valuable data on investment pockets, growth opportunities and major 
market vendors to best understand competitors’ methodologies in order to maximize 
sales across multiple channels, with a heightened focus on changing consumption 
patterns in the wake of COVID-19 and what it means for sales processes.

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

Richard Deferia
REGIONAL VP, SALES ,
SYSCO

Ed Ludwigson
VP, MANAGEMENT 
OPERATIONS,
STAPLES

Tim Pollard
CEO,
ORATIUM

Kerri McLaughlin
VP, BRAND 
MANAGEMENT & 
OPERATIONS, GROVARA 
LLC 

Sean Lacomber
AWARD-WINNING 
COMEDIAN
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  TABLE B: DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE HIRING, RETENTION & SALES PERFORMANCE BY   
  LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE

An oft-cited quote is that, “Every organization has two challenges – sales and 
everything else!” Today more than ever, senior executives want to distance themselves 
from risk and guesswork, and make decisions based on certainty derived from time-
tested, proven analytics. Recent research reveals the average expense to find a new sales 
person is $114,957 and the average tenure of a B2B sales person is merely 1.4 years. In 
addition, 65% of businesses say it takes at least seven months to bring new hires up to 
full productivity. 
This interactive session will focus on how to build a world-class, high performing sales 
organization using technology and science by sharing powerful hiring, retention and 
onboarding best practices from real-world examples, such as how a medical company 
achieved a sales growth 7X their industry standard and were ranked by Sales & 
Marketing Magazine as one of the top 10 sales forces in the country.
The group will discuss:
• How to increase new hire retention by 82% and productivity by over 70% using a 
 time-tested, proven science
• The root cause of your hiring and performance problems and how to eliminate it 
 permanently
• The Interview – How to differentiate rather than interrogate and win the war for 
 talent
• The inside secret to why the top 20% consistently sell 80% of the total sales revenue 
 at virtually every company and how to only interview the top 20%
• How to leverage technology, advanced analytics and science to quadruple your hiring 
 results to 80% or higher

TABLE C: BUILDING THE SALES OPS COMMUNITY: AN EXPLORATORY DISCUSSION

On an ongoing basis, sales leaders must find new ways to define themselves and develop 
new relationships to anchor and feed their emerging personas through each chapter of 
their careers. Often, multiple and competing demands on Sales Operations executives 
leave little room to focus on professional development. This session, led by Loren Waldo, 
Director of Sales Operations for Great Dane, will highlight the importance of putting 
yourself first by prioritizing opportunities for professional and personal development.   
Recognizing the importance of relationship building (and possessing an innate “people 
person” quality) was the key to uncovering new opportunities in Loren’s Sales Ops 
career. Backed by his motto of ‘The four C’s – competence, confidence, communication, 
and connections,’ Loren will discuss how finding that ‘next step’ in your career often 
requires taking responsibility for your own professional development and living by design 
instead of by default. Grounded in curiosity and servant leadership, Loren will spark 
an exploratory conversation around how to better harness resources and information 
available in the Sales Operations community. 
Conversation starters:
• How do you currently connect with the Sales Ops community-at-large?
• What are some outlets (professional, creative, or academic) that you leverage?
• Mentorship: the secret weapon of development
• What are some important attributes to assess a Sales Ops candidate beyond a   
 resume?
• Pros & Cons: The pandemic’s affects on the networking landscape and opportunities

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

Loren Waldo
DIRECTOR, SALES 
OPERATIONS,
GREAT DANE

John Pyke
OWNER,
THE TALENT GENIUS
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TABLE D: WHY IT’S TIME TO BUILD A CS OPS FUNCTION

The focus for SaaS companies is typically on the sales side, because well…. that’s 
where the money is, or so it seems. Your sales team is consistently shoveling ice onto 
what is, hopefully, your ever-growing iceberg.  But your Post-Sales (i.e. Customer 
Success) team is the group that is maintaining the health of the iceberg itself. The 
advent of Customer Success as a function began out of a need to reduce churn, but a 
new era of Customer Success is beginning to show its face—one in which many 
companies are focusing on growth, in addition to churn.  Many organizations fail to 
obtain full value from their Customer Success Managers because they lack a clearly 
defined set of plays and metrics to guide their CS org. Join People.ai in this 
interactive and timely discussion. Avtar Varma, Director of Operations, will focus on: 
• Strategies for creating a repeatable strategic playbook for your CS Team
• Enabling CS to not only reduce churn but to expand customer value. 
• Tips on how to execute an effective Customer Success strategy
• Creating a data-driven CS team

1:25PM – 2:55PM ET   BUSINESS MEETINGS

1:55PM – 2:35PM ET   THINK TANK: MASTERING CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS IN THE NEW WORLD OF WORK

As the world becomes a bit more comfortable with the possibility of physical meetings, 
so too will digital and remote models of work continue to impact the future of sales and 
how we conduct business. Professionals who establish and build client relationships with 
a strong balance between physical and remote environments are most likely to succeed. 
In 2020, almost 90 percent of sales moved to a remote model, according to McKinsey. 
That number will decrease, but the skills we have honed and the obstacles we have had 
to overcome through the remote transition learning curve will remain vital to the selling 
process in years to come. Professionals must continue to refine and master the tactics 
associated with virtual selling long after the virus has run its course.
During this session, we’ll discuss:
• Establishing connections and building trust with your prospects to maximize remote  
 and physical opportunities
• Maintaining visibility to your sales team’s readiness and provide coaching and  
 reinforcement when needed
• Continuing team collaboration with new and more efficient ways to share and  
 leverage best practices in a hybrid world

2:55PM – 3:00PM ET TRANSITION TIME 

3:00PM – 3:40PM ET  CONCURRENT SESSION: OVERCOMING UNCONSCIOUS BIAS IN CUSTOMER  
  CONVERSATIONS

This discussion will focus on identifying unconscious biases that can hinder great 
customer conversations. We will explore the nature of unconscious or cognitive bias, how 
we see it in others and not in ourselves and explore practical tips to overcome personal 
biases (we all have them!).  Practica Learning will share practical tips and a process for 
helping Sales Teams and Leaders shift awareness of unconscious biases to get the most 
of customer conversations.

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

Randy Sabourin
CO-PRESIDENT, 
PRACTICA LEARNING 

Bob Basiliere
VP, SALES,
ALLEGO

Avtar Varma
DIRECTOR OF 
OPERATIONS,
PEOPLE.AI
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3:00PM – 3:40PM ET   CONCURRENT SESSION: ESTABLISHING SALES GOALS, METRICS, AND EXPECTATIONS IN  
 2021 

Most of us have been working in a remote setting for over a year now. As a result, many 
sales leaders have had to re-evaluate their goals, metrics and expectations for their teams. 
Enable Your Team
A strong sales strategy will not benefit your team if your teams are not enabled to do 
their jobs properly. Investing in training, providing them with the right knowledge and 
tools, and giving them proper technical support to convert leads into paying clients is key. 
Consider the following to better enable your team: provide comprehensive training on 
your product, arm them with tools to close the deal, and ensure technical support.
Create Your Sales Pipeline
Having a robust sales pipeline is a staple of a successful sales process. This pipeline not 
only ensures streamlined operations, but also provides you with the information and data 
needed to tweak your processes based on informed decisions (rather than assumptions).
The Most Important Sales Metrics to Track and Measure
SaaS sales teams cannot afford to underestimate the importance of analytics in this data-
driven market. Obtaining high-quality data is a great first step, but without the correct 
metrics it proves useless.

3:40PM – 4:40PM ET   BUSINESS MEETINGS

4:40PM – 4:45PM ET   TRANSITION TIME

4:45PM – 5:15PM ET   SALES ENABLEMENT BREAKOUTS: 

  FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE PROBLEM, NOT JUST THE SOLUTION

Every day, we are approached with problems and asked to create solutions. However,  
that’s sometimes the easy part - we all love to solve problems quickly and effectively. 
What's harder is taking a step back to intimately understand the problem at all levels. 
What is the root cause? What is the impact? How does it relate to other problems? Who 
is affected by it and how? 
This session will:
• Outline a strategic process to examining the problem, the associated solution, and the  
 potential outcomes
• Share case study examples of how using this strategic process can help deliver   
 measurable results
• Offer tips/tricks to deliver on-target solutions in enablement and operations

  YOUR CONTENT BRAINSTORM IS BROKEN: 5 SIMPLE FIXES TO QUICKLY PRODUCE 
  BETTER SALES ENABLEMENT CONTENT

Creating new content is a challenge for organizations around the world. How often do 
you sit alone or in a brainstorm group and struggle to come up with new sales or social 
content for your business? There’s a better way to tap into the knowledge of your team, 
identify areas of opportunity and craft the content your target personas want to read. 
This session will explore best practices on how to design and implement a better content 
ideation process that will produce more ideas and less painful meetings. 
By re-imagining the content brainstorm process to encourage diversity of thought, it is 
possible to tap into the knowledge and experiences of your sales, product and marketing 
teams without wasting their time in large pointless meetings. This session provide 

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

Mike Wienke
HEAD, GLOBAL 
PRODUCT MARKETING 
& SALES ENABLEMENT, 
MASTERCARD

Kristen McCrae 
McMullan
WORLDWIDE SALES 
MANAGER,
AMAZON WEB 
SERVICES

Harish Mohan
SVP, REVENUE 
EXCELLENCE AND 
OPERATIONS, 
OUTREACH
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strategies for getting more, quality content from smaller groups of highly engaged 
participants by assembling the right people, building an inspiration matrix to broaden 
your ideation territories and pinpointing the most impactful content for development. 
The session will explore:
• Efficiency: Get more, better ideas with fewer better meetings.  
• Inclusiveness: Create an environment where quieter or more junior members of your   
 team feel comfortable participating
• Communication skills: Set your team up for success by clearly communicating   
 expectations and desired outcomes
• Content Planning: Diversify your content list by building an inspiration matrix
• Evaluation: Select the most effective content for development

5:15PM – 5:45PM ET   BUILDING THE SALES OPS FUNCTION FROM THE GROUND-UP

Currently, Scott Hillier’s sales ops department at Spotify is under development. Spotify 
have been great at providing the required resources for Scott to develop and lead the sales 
ops function, however he is currently the sole sales ops resource with just a few sales reps. 
Together, his team brings a whole new meaning to the term ‘small but mighty!’’ 

In this session, Scott will discuss how he built the sales ops function from scratch, starting 
with a focus on creating a team with minimal friction and conflict. Scott will expand 
upon the strategies and tactics that enabled him to reach some of his greatest sales-ops 
related achievements to-date, and provide reflection into his greatest professional learning 
experiences. Backed by first-hand experience, Scott will share his practical advice for 
navigating – and in the case of Spotify, building – the sales ops function, with an emphasis 
on the following key areas;
• Scaling commission payments: find areas to invest time in, up front, to build more   
 effective systems and save time down the road
• Results-oriented resource forecasting: forecast resources based on the incremental   
 growth they can generate; think about the resources needed to double sales, and   
 confidently pitch for them!

THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 2021

10:30AM – 11:00AM ET PLATFORM OPENS

11:00AM – 11:05AM ET OPENING REMARKS

11:05AM – 11:10AM ET TABLE TALK

11:10AM – 11:55AM ET  THE FUTURE OF SALES OPERATIONS

Sales Operations has been an extremely busy functional area over the past year, and as 
new challenges continue to arise, so too do new solutions. Today’s sales professionals are 
more resilient, agile, and innovative than ever before, and as we move forward, the 
impact and importance of sales operations will only continue to grow. 
This panel discussion will tackle the tough question: as we look to the future, what can 
Sales Leaders expect in order to evolve, grow and get ahead? A focus on increased 
flexibility, better data, new skills, and communication that is more personal will help 
create a brighter future, and this interactive session will explore forward-thinking ideas 
to achieve that goal.

FRIDAY, JUNE 11, 2021

Scott Hillier
HEAD OF SALES 
OPERATIONS, MUSIC,
SPOTIFY

Moderator: 
Christopher Fris
VP, GLOBAL SALES 
STRATEGY & 
OPERATIONS,
RYDER
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11:55AM – 12:35PM ET SALES OPERATIONS VIRTUAL THINK TANKS

  TABLE A: DRIVING SALESFORCE.COM ADOPTION ACROSS A WIDE RANGE OF BUSINESS

   UNITS

Brad Nolte thrives on leading teams through periods of change and uncertainty. As a 
leader of the sales ops function at Qualcomm, a $20B+ multi-national semiconductor 
and telecommunications equipment company, Brad has led teams in Finance, Audit, and 
Operations. Brad and his team have recently focused on helping Qualcomm’s diverse 
business increase their reliance on Salesforce.com as the system of record for pipeline 
management. 
From mobile phones, to voice and music, to IoT, to Auto, Qualcomm is involved in a 
wide range of businesses with unique features and requirements for tracking the sales 
pipeline. In this session, Brad will guide executives through the journey towards increased 
Salesforce.com adoption across a diverse business landscape. 
Brad will explore how you can overcome some of the following Salesforce.com adoption 
challenges: 
• Balancing lengthy requirements from business units with the reality that “a day   
 in the life” of a sales rep includes more than entering and updating opportunities in   
 a CRM
• Deciding how to balance the customization requests from unique business units   
 with IT constraints and the desire to maintain a degree of user interface consistency   
 across the wider business
• How to measure success in SFDC adoption.

TABLE B: IS SALES COMPENSATION IMPACTING YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE REVENUE?

In this Think Tank Session, join Robert Blohm, Senior Partner at OpenSymmetry, where 
he will highlight key questions organizations face when trying to drive revenue:
• Is your go to market strategy constrained because of your compensation plan   
 designs?
• Is your sales team bogged down due to poor reporting and errors?
• Are you challenged with making key mid-year and annual decisions because of your   
 lack of data?
During this session, Robert will discuss how SPM technology enables an organization’s 
ability to increase revenue by improving and operationalizing the management of sales 

FRIDAY, JUNE 11, 2021

Brad Nolte
DIRECTOR, SALES 
OPERATIONS, 
QUALCOMM 
TECHNOLOGIES

Robert Blohm
SENIOR PARTNER,
OPENSYMMETRY

Shawnie McBride
VP, SALES 
OPERATIONS,
DIRECT ENERGY

Sara Colton
VP, SALES 
OPERATIONS,
RELIAS

Basile Senesi
VP, SALES 
OPERATIONS,
FUNDBOX
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compensation. Robert will dig into what solution providers are saying to clients as it 
relates to “improved” management of sales compensation through a review of core (and 
more advanced) functional offerings.  He will leverage data obtained from a recent 
survey and will compare the value being received by SPM/ICM users (after they go live) 
vs. what the vendors are selling.  
Join Robert in our Think Tank session to collaborate on an organization’s ability to drive 
revenue and be able to recognize hype vs fact across the SPM solution vendors.

  TABLE C: USING SYSTEMS TO DRIVE ORGANIZATIONAL ALIGNMENT

Most organizations have multiple systems servicing their lead to cash operations. 
Often, these systems are added as needed and are owned by different stakeholders.  
This results in lack of system alignment, which can ultimately lead to organizational 
and data silos. In this session, Sri Chakravarty, VP of Sales Operations at Mohawk 
Industries, will discuss how to avoid the trap of system misalignment, and instead use 
it as a tool for collaboration.

  TABLE D: SALES ENABLEMENT IN THE POST PANDEMIC WORLD? IMAGINE CREATING  
  THE BEST CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE WHILE MAXIMISING YOUR FIELD REP PRODUCTIVITY

At Pitcher we believe in delivering the best User and Customer experience with one 
single tool. Field Reps are relying on a large set of tools and devices to prepare, 
execute and update their activities during the day, which makes them less productive 
and decreases their time spent with customers. With the Super App Concept, your 
field reps will have everything they need at their fingertips, and that in one single app, 
being it offline in front of the Customer or online in the office! Are you ready for the 
Hybrid sales model?

12:35PM – 2:05PM ET BUSINESS MEETINGS

2:05PM – 2:45PM ET UNLOCKING TOP PERFORMANCE IN THE DIGITAL SELLING ERA

In this session, Jessica Nordlander, ThoughtExchange COO, and Tom Germack, 
NetSuite VP Sales Planning and Analysis, will explore strategies for 
operationalizing success with distributed teams and optimizing your business plan 
for a digital selling climate. These industry experts will share advice and best 
practices for securing the resources, alignment, and performance needed to deliver 
on growth plans, with an emphasis on overcoming the following obstacles:
• Resource requests are denied and delayed due to limited data
• Business plans lack sufficient input from key stakeholders
• Teams lack process and tools to surface best practices
• Tactics don’t evolve at the speed of business change

2:45PM – 3:45PM ET BUSINESS MEETINGS

3:45PM – 3:50PM ET TRANSITION TIME

3:50PM – 4:20PM ET SALES ENABLEMENT BREAKOUTS

  SKILLING-UP YOUR TEAMS WITH VIRTUAL SALES KICK-OFFS

There’s a question that has been haunting Sales Leaders since the beginning of 2020: 
how do you recapture the same magic – the same collaboration and activation – when 
you are up against the virtual reality in which most of us are operating? As the 
workforce returns to a ‘new normal’ of hybrid models featuring in-person and online 
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interactions, this challenge will remain. As sales kick-offs continue virtually, Sales 
Leaders who simply take what worked in-person and move it online will fall behind. 
Sales Leaders need to continue to reimagine kick-offs entirely, as something that’s 
digital-first. 
Rebecca Bell will share how effective – and even fun! – virtual learning and team 
building is. The session will arm you with tactics to achieve all the same goals that had 
been achieved with in-person kick-offs, with an emphasis on innovation and the 
roadmap for filling your teams up on inspiration.

  MAKING THE IMPOSSIBLE, POSSIBLE: MANAGING YOUR CONTENT WITHOUT 
  A CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The trifecta so many organizations get wrong is the alignment between revenue, 
operations, and enablement. When done properly, information and data insights flow 
through the groups effortlessly and they become ingrained into your training 
programs and operations processes.
While we haven’t yet figured everything out at DailyPay, we have identified how to 
manage content without a content management system. In this session, Michelle 
Bonavitacola will outline the process they went through to create a content 
management process that funnels across all channel partners. She will also discuss 
how DailyPay’s in-house content management system has improved content creation, 
lead generation, enablement and training processes.

4:20PM – 4:50PM ET PRODUCT PIVOT: COLLABORATING WITH CUSTOMERS TO OVERCOME ADVERSITY

   The shift to remote work created unprecedented consequences for organizations and 
even entire industries. While nobody could have predicted what 2020 had in store, the 
year put a spotlight on the determination, resiliency and innovation that can occur 
during times of crisis. In February of 2020, Envoy launched a workplace platform to 
manage conference rooms. A mere month later, the pandemic halted all possible ability 
to deploy the brand new office solution, and Justin Bullock, Head of Sales at Envoy, 
knew his organization was about to be hit with tremendous loss.

   In this Keynote address, Justin will share how he deployed his sales team to collaborate 
with their customers in order to understand their needs and guide a total product pivot. 
These critical customer conversations uncovered strategic market insights through a 
competitive landscape analysis which helped formulate go-to-market plans and 
reshaped Envoy’s opportunities for growth. Justin will share how he collaborated with 
operations on this new path to develop and execute a renewed sales strategy, giving sales 
reps the confidence needed to hit the ground running with real-time data supporting 
new product offerings.
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The opportunity to form meaningful connections through 
networking and collaboration has always been at the 
heart of the IPMI event experience. The Virtual program 
will not sacrifice this crucial element. 
You will be able to engage with your peers through 
high-quality video and audio-enabled, customized 
conversation hubs. Attendees can join tables in the 
virtual networking lounge, interacting with others in 
real-time as you would in a physical setting.

The Sales Operations Institute is designed to create space for networking, knowledge transfer, 
dialogue and collaboration among Sales Operations Leaders. This live, virtual networking space 
will allow for engagement and interaction in real-time and face-to-face. Throughout the Virtual 
Institute, attendees will share insights, opportunities and challenges with the goal of driving talent 
acquisition initiatives forward.

Benefit from insights and expertise shared through live 
Panel Discussions & Keynote Sessions, with the chance 
to share ideas through chat rooms, polling and Q&A. 

PANEL DISCUSSIONS &   
KEYNOTE SESSIONS

NETWORKING

My Virtual Experience

‘Huddle-up’ with like-minded leaders in collaborative and 
interactive, high-quality video sessions. You can pre-register 
for these intimate and engaging sessions of a limited 
group of executives, reserved for deep-dive discussion. 
Simply click on the table of the session you signed up for, 
corresponding to your event itinerary – just like entering 
a boardroom and ‘pulling up a chair’ in the real world!

VIRTUAL THINK TANKS & 
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS


